Income tax time at the Missisquoi North Volunteer Centre

THE SCOOP

MABLE HASTINGS

Again this year, volunteers trained by Revenue Canada and Revenue Quebec will be on hand during income tax season (March 1 to April 15) to fill out income tax returns for people in the Western Sector of the MRC Memphremagog providing they meet the eligibility requirements of the service.

The service is available to single individuals earning up to $25,000 annually and to couples earning a combined amount of $30,000 per year. There is a $5.00 fee to cover printing costs however the service is done by dedicated and helpful volunteers.

“We are very lucky at the Missisquoi North Volunteer Centre (CABMN),” explains CABMN Coordinator of Administration, Jennifer McGeean who coordinates the program working with the volunteers. “It is only with the help of these volunteers that the CABMN is able to offer this much needed service that is used annually by many low income individuals and families.”

Rick Ferguson, like most of the other volunteers at the CABMN finds himself wearing many hats in his volunteering for the non-profit organization. The annual income tax service is just one of his contributions to the CAB. He has been giving his time and talents to the income tax clinic for over twenty years. When it comes to expertise in the Income Tax domain, Rick refers to volunteer Kenneth Wraight as the expert of the group. Kenneth Wraight who was recently recognized as one of the CABMN’s volunteers of the year, is a real dynamo when it comes to the tax clinic. Howard Heitner who joined the group in the past few years will not join the team this year due to illness.

“We will miss Howard this year,” said McGeean. “Other volunteers have come forward to be trained in his absence wanting to lend a hand.” If you would like more information about this service or about your eligibility, please contact Jennifer McGeean at the CABMN office located at 314A Principale in Mansonville, 450-292-3114. Jenn will inform those eligible in regards to documents and information needed to have the service done.

---

Weather

**TODAY:**

- PERIODS OF RAIN
- HIGH OF 3
- LOW OF 2

**TUESDAY:**

- PERIODS OF RAIN
- HIGH OF 6
- LOW OF -4

**WEDNESDAY:**

- SUNNY
- HIGH OF 2
- LOW OF -4

**THURSDAY:**

- FLURRIES
- HIGH OF 4
- LOW OF -6

**FRIDAY:**

- PERIODS OF SNOW
- HIGH OF -6
- LOW OF -21
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